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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HEINRICH WILD, a 

citizen of the German Empire, and residin 
at Carl-Zeiss strasse, Jena, in the Gran 
Duchy of Saxe-Weimar, Germany, have in 
Vented a new and useful Telemeter, of which the following is a specification. 
The invention consists in an improvement 

in telemeters, in which a middle casing con 
two 

lateral casings each containing an objective 
system, that is to say, an objective lens and 
an objective prism, are connected together. 
The ocular prism system is situated before 
or includes the two image fields and may 
either be arranged in front of two separate 
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oculars, which constitute the ocular system 
in stereoscopic telemeters, or, in front of a 
common ocular, which constitutes the ocular 
system in coincidence telemeters. Teleme 
ters of the kind referred to have the pecul 
iarity, that unfavorable differences may oc 
cur in the temperature of the structural 
parts, which cause a displacement of the 
objective systems and the ocular prism sys 
tem relatively to each other in the direction 
of sight. Hence a relative displacement re 
sults, in the direction of the base line, of the images projected by the telescopes. This 
displacement of the images affords, how 
ever, derangement of the instrument, since 
by means of a displacement of the same 
kind adjustment had previously been ob 
tained. The telemeters referred to are there 
fore according to the present invention 
equipped with an appliance which indicates 
any derangement due to the said displace 
ment. This indicating appliance does not 
increase the diameter of the telemeter, as it 
does not extend before the objective systems. 
It comprises, as essential parts, a physical 
mark in each telescope, an optical system 
reproducing each physical mark in an op 
tical one, viz., in a real image, so that a pair 
of control marks is formed either from one optical and one physical mark or from the 
two optical marks, and another optical sys 
team for magnifying the pair of control 
marks. The physical marks may serve as 
the measuring marks of the telemeter, part 
of the reproducing system may be part of 
the telescopes proper and the magnifying 
system may serve as an ocular of the telem 
eter. 

reproducing system is confined in the ocular 
prism casing. The indication of the appli 
ance consists in a relative displacement of 
the pair of control marks. 
In the annexed drawings: Figure 1 is a 

diagrammatical front view of a stereoscopic 
telemeter constructed according to the in 
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vention. Fig. 2 is a diagrammatical plan . 
view of the telemeter according to Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is a diagram of the field of view of the magnifying system, appertaining to the 
telemeter according to Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 
4 is a diagram of the same field of view af. 
ter displacement of the pair of control 
marks. Fig. 5 is a diagrammatical front 
view of a second stereoscopic telemeter. 
Fig. 6 is a diagrammatical plan view of the 
telemeter according to Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a 
diagram of the field of view of one of the 
oculars of the telemeter according to Figs. 5 
and 6, both of which oculars may act as 
magnifying systems, the pair of control 
marks being in adjustment. Fig. 8 is a dia 
gram of the same field of view after dis 
placement of the pair of control marks. 
iFig. 9 is a diagrammatical front view of a 
coincidence telemeter constructed according 
to the invention. Fig. 10 is a diagram 
matical plan view of the telemeter accord 
ing to Fig. 9. Fig. 11 is a diagram of the 
field of view of the magnifying system ap 
pertaining to the telemeter according to 
Figs, 9 and 10, the pair of control marks be ing in adjustment. Fig. 12 is a diagram of 
the same field of view after displacement of 
the pair of control marks. Fig. 13 is a dia 
grammatic plan view of a second coincidence 
telemeter. Fig.14 is a front view partly in 
section of a third stereoscopic telemeter. 
Fig. 15 is a horizontal section of the telem eter according to Fig. 14. Fig. 16 is a dia 
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gram of the field of view of the left ocular 
of the telemeter according to Figs, 14 and 
15, which acts as the magnifying system, 
the pair of control marks being in adjust 
ment. Fig. 17 is a diagram of the same field 
of view after displacement of the pair of 
control marks. 
The telemeter according to Figs. 1 to 4 is 

equipped with two oculars for stereoscopic 
measurement. The simple reflecting object 
ive prisms a are placed in front of the ob 
jective lenses b. The ocular prism system Preferably the physical marks are consists of pentagonal optical square prisms 
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therefore performed a movement in the op 35 
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tance, it is only necessary to restore the 

cording to Figs. 5 to 8 have pentagonal 

g 

ing ridge surface and are rigidly connected | 
by a plate o', Each ocular consists of a field 
lens d and an eye lense, between winich i 
rhomboidal prism f is arranged. By rotat 
ing the oculars about the axes & the field lenses adaptation to the interpupillary dis 
tance is obtained. The shiftale refracting 
prising is the main part of the measuring 
appliance. The physical parks h, and be 
long to the indicating appliance, the markh 
consisting of a iong vertical stroke and the 
mark of two shorter, but likewise verticai, 
strokes, the said marks being provided on 
the objectives. The lens it being the repro 
ducing system projects a reai image of the 
marki on that place of the left objective 
lens, where the mark h is situated. This 
image and the mark h, form the pair of con 
trol marks, the observation of which is fa 
cilitated by the prism land the lenses in and 
n, these three parts forming together the 
magnifying system. So long as the oeulai' 
prism system e g and the objective systems 
a b, a 5 have undergone. no relative displace 
ment in the direction of sight, the pair of 
control marks is seen in the position as l'ep 
resented in Fig. 3. If, however, for in 
stance, the objective systems alone have 
moved toward the side of the observer, the 
pair of control marks appears in the position 
as represented in Fig. 4, because the lensk 
has taken no part in the movement and the 
image 89 (projected by this lens) of the mark 

posite direction to the mark?. If the telem 
eter be then re-adjusted, for instance, with 
the assistance of an object of known dis 
original relative position of the pair of coll 
trol marks as shown in Fig. 3, for which 
purpose the shiftable refracting prisin () is 
arranged between the mark and the lens le. 

This objective systems of the teiermeier' at: 

optical Squire prisms (t'. The ocular prisin 
system consists of two image-erecting ridge. 
prisms d", for the indicating appliance ho 
special physical marks are provided, but the 
physical components p of the stereoscopic 
measuring mark, which according to Fig. 7 
are arranged one in the middle of each tele 
scope image field, on the hinder Surfaces of 
the prisins c', serve as such marks. Each 
mark p is reproduced in the plane of the 
other mark p by means of the parts d' and 
it of its own telescope, the two narrow 
prisms and the parts l; and c of the other 
telescope. Each mark p and the image p" 
of the other (Fig. 7) form together a pair 
of control marks, becaise, as will be easily 
seen, with any relative displacement of the 
objective casings to the ocular prisin easing 
the distance between them wili:le altered, 
Fig. 8. If the separating prism systein of a 

server. The prism; g. 
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coincidence teelmeter be substituted for the 
stereoscopic ocular prisal system, one of the 
marks can be dispensed with. The pair of 
control anarks is in that case composed from 
the individual physical mark in the one tele 
scope field and the image of this inhark in the 
other field, in the present case of two pairs 
of control marks each ocular inay be used as 
the magnifying Systein of the indicating ap 
pliance. it is expedient, to have the aper 
ture of the telescope appertaining to the 
ocular chosen closed in observing the pair 
of control harks. Since the refracting 
prism g of the lineasuring a piauce par 
ticipates in the reproduction of both narks 
p, the said observation is only possible after 
having set the Reasuring appliance upoll the 
distance relatively to which tie instrument 
has been adjusted for instance, the distance 
infinity, it in this position of the measur 
ing appliance the instrument, after adjust 
ament, shows the pair of control harks lying 
one above the other as in Fig. 7, relative 
position of this pair as in Fig. 3 would indi 
cate derangenient, which has aliser-if this 
position of the narks be observed in the 
right ocular-from a displacement of the 
objective casings toward the side of the ob 

would then have to be 
shifted-by setting the messuring appli 
ance-until the pair of control marks has 
taken up its original relative position. To 
re-adjust the instrument, deranged by the 
said setting, it would be only further neces 
sary to place the index of the measuring 
scale again upon infinity. 

in Figs. 9 to 12, the objective prisms a' 
are pentagonal optical Scuare prisis ind 
are each provided with an image-erecting 
ridge surface. The ocular prisin system) is 
a separating prisin of well hown form. It 
is composed of a simple reflecting prism f* 
and a prisit: g: having three 'efecting sur 
faces, both risins being ceinented together. 
The lower half of the ceniented suiface is 
formed as the reflecting separating surface 
and is distinguished in Fig. 9 by shading. 
The separating prisms q, r, two reflecting 
prisms i' and land an objective a serve as 
the reproducing system and project real 
images h" and i' (Figs. 11 d 12) of the 
marks it and i in the field of view of the 
ocular die. These two optical marks repre 
sent, the pair of control marks, and the ocular 
in a represents the magnifying system. 
iFig, 11 shows the pair of control marks in 
actual adjustment, Fig. 12 in der Allgement, 
from the same ca. pposed to have taken 
place in the foiler examples. The prisin 
l can be moved, as indicated in Fig. 10, to 
gether with the telemeter ocular de toward 
the left, by which the indicating appliance. 
is rendered in operative and the telemeter 
available for its proper purpose. The action 
and manipulation of the measuring appli 
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ance represented by the prism g are the 
same as in the former example. 
In the example Fig. 13 the telemeter ocu 

lar de has its place fixed behind the separat 
ing prism. The reproducing system con 

q, the ob jective r and the reflecting prism. The 
control marks are formed in the field of the 
ocular mn, which is likewise fixed. Since 
the objectives b in this case lie in front of the 
objective prisms a, it has been possible to 
arrange the marks hand ion these prisms. 
The ridge surfaces have been transferred 
from the objective prisms to the prisms g. 

8 

ing prisms g g rotatable in opposite di 
rections but through the same angle. 
Regarding the mechanical arrangement 

according to Figs. 14 and 15, no explanation 
of the construction of the main casing is re 
quired, the external parts of which repre 
sent the objective casings and the middle 
portion of which the ocular prism casing in 
h9 meaning of this specification. The 
EE prisms fare each combined with 
an eye lense in one casing. These ocular 
casings are connected with the ocular prism 
casing 'so as to be each rotatable'about the 
axis of the field lens d. The movement of 

and q of the separating system, but it will the refracting prisms g and g is effected 
be understood that this transfer has no in 
fluence upon the indicating appliance. 
The stereoscopic telemeter according to 

Figs. 14 to 17 shows the pair of control 
marks h" and i, as seen in Figs. 16 and 17, 
telescope. As in the first example this pair 
presents a constant indication, because its 
relative position is not influenced by the 5 measuring device. The real images h9 and 

of the marks h and i arranged on the 
objectives compose the pair of control 
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marks. They are projected by a two-part 
separating prism st of the simplest form, 
which is arranged on the carrier c' of the 
ocular prisms 'c' and between these prisms. 
On the left ocular prism a double prism it 
and on the right a simple prism u' is ce 
mented, both for the purpose of producing 
the connection between the marks h and it 
and the separating prism. s i, the double 
prism, however, with the further purpose 
of having a real image of the pair of con 
trol marks projected into the hinder surface 
of the left ocular prism, c' equipped with the 
physical component of the measuring mark, 
in which hinder surface the left telescope 
image is located. This real image is pro 
duced by the objective arranged with a 
reflecting prism l behind the separating 
prism st. The ocular of the left telescope 
is to be considered as the magnifying sys 
tem of the indicating appliance. The pair 
of control marks is again expediently ad 
justed as shown in Fig. 16. A movement 
of the olbjective casings toward the side 
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of the observer must then entail an altera 
tion of the relative position of the pair as 
shown in Fig. 17. To restore the original 
relative position of the pair of control marks 
and at the same time to re-adjust the instru 
ment, the refracting Risan o' has only to be 
shifted, since this prism is concerned in the 
production of the reflected image to" of the 
mark h in the same manner as in that of the 
left telescope image. The right telescope is 
equipped with the measuring appliance, 
which lies between the objective prism a 
and the objective lens b. Its main part has 
the well known form of two equal refract 

by the axle of the measuring drumu) and 
the bevel wheels a, ac', ac". The refracting 
prism o' can by rack and pinion operated by 
the knob ty, Fig. 14, be shifted 
rest 2. 

I claim: r 

1. In a telemeter consisting of two tele 
Scopes the combination with two objective 

on the slide 
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systems, an ocular prism system, an ocular 
system and a measuring appliance, of a mid 
dle casing containing the ocular prism sys 
tem, two lateral casings containing the two 
objective systems and an appliance for in 
dicating a displacement of the ocular prism 
casing and the objective casings relatively 
to each other in the direction of sight, this appliance comprising two physical marks, 
located one in each telescope, a reproducing 
system for obtaining two optical marks by 
projecting a real image of each physical 
mark, an optical mark and one of the re 
maining three marks being placed together 
in a convenient configuration so as to form 
a pair of control marks, and a magnifying 
system for this pair. 

2. In a telemeter consisting of two tele 
scopes the combination with two objective 
systems, an ocular prism spstem, an ocular 
system and a measuring appliance, of a mid 
le casing containing the ocular prism sys 

tem, two lateral casings containing the two 
objective systems, two physical marks lo 
cated one in each objective casing, a re 
producing system located in the ocular 
prism casing for obtaining two optical 
marks by projecting a real image of each 
physical mark, an optical mark and one of 
the remaining three imarks being placed to 
gether in a convenient configuration so as 
to form a pair of control marks, and a mag 
nifying system applied to this pair. f 

3. In a telemeter consisting of two tele 
scopes the combination with two objective 
systems, an ocular prism system, an ocular 
system and a measuring appliance, of a mid 
dle casing containing the ocular prism sys 
tem, two lateral casings containing the two 
objective systems, two physical marks lo 
cated one in each objective casing, a re 
producing system, located in the ocular 
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prisin Casing and including a separating 
prism systein, for obtaining two optical 
marks by projecting a, real image of each 
physical mark, these two optical marks be 
ing placed together in a convenient, con 
figuration so as to form a pair of control 
in alks, and a magnifying Systen applied to 
this pair. 

4. In a separating parism telemeter the 
combination with two objective Systems, an 
(cular prisil system, an Ocular system and a 
an easuring appliance, of a middle casing 
containing the separating prism systein, two 
lateral casings containing the two objective 

939,388 

systeins, two physical in2rks located one in 
each objective casing, a reproducing systein, 
located in the separating pisi Casing and 
including the separating prism system of the 
telenieter, fol' attailing two optical narks 
iy projecting a seajinage ()f each physical 
mark, these two optical marks being placed 
together in a convenient configuration so as 
to foin a pair of control mails, aid a mag 
nifying systein applied to this pair. 

! E: RCT. W. . 
Witnesses: 

EAUL Saig Ei, 
IET2, SANEI. 

  


